
INSTALLATION GUIDE
2015+ Subaru STi INTAKE

Tools Required:
Pliers
10mm wrench
10mm socket + extension
2.5 Allen (????)
Phillips + Reg screwdriver 

WHat’s in the box:
1 Air Intake Pipe    
1 (Optional) Heat Shield
1 Green Filter                          
1 Velocity Stack
2 Couplers
4 Clamps
1 Intake Silencer Plug
Required Hardware

1. Remove the battery - 10mm wrench
2. Remove sound tube and plug 
w/ supplied plug - 2 hose clamps 3. Remove two 10mm bolts for sound tube



4. Remove push clips for 
intake snorke

7. Remove two 8mm intake clamps 
- can also use flat head
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8. Remove the stock intake

9. Remove 10mm bolt holding air box 
to frame rail

5. Remove intake snorkel

10. Unclip air box 11. Remove rear section of air box

6. Unplug MAF sensor



14. Remove and SAVE the bracket

15. Reinstall bracket 16. Remove MAF sensor from stock air box

17. Reinstall MAF sensor onto MAP intake 
with supplied hardware
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13. Remove front section of air box

19. Remove 10mm ground bolt

12. Remove two 10mm nuts from 
air box bracket

18. Assemble intake with supplied 
couplers and clamps



21. Reinstall 10mm ground bolt 22. Install supplied 10mm bolt to hold
 MAP heat shield to the frame

24. Slide MAP intake into place 
- remember bracket 

25. Plug in MAF sensor

26. Center the intake and 
tighten down all
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20. Slide MAP heat shield carefully 
into place

Make sure heat shield is installed 
properly for perfect fit of intake

27. say hi to hank

23. While pulling up on the shield, fully 
tighten ground bolt, then frame bolt



THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
ajohnson@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance
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28. plug in the battery - done!


